Abstract
The Australian child psychiatrist and anthropologist Maurice Eisenbruch, examining the mental conditions of a group of Cambodian refugee children fostered in Australian and the US, comes out with the term "cultural bereavement" to define the grief felt by the children for their lost culture (6). Being not only limited to this group of refugees, the term is defined by Eisenbruch as "the experience of the uprooted person -or group -resulting from loss of social structures, cultural values and self-identity" (6). As a consequence of missing his culture and cultural identity, this person, who could either be a refugee, or an exile or an immigrant, shows some symptoms: [He] continues to live in the past, is visited by supernatural forces from the past while asleep or awake, suffers feelings of guilt over abandoning culture and homeland, feels pain if memories of the past begin to fade, but finds constant images of the past (including traumatic images) intruding into daily life, yearns to complete obligations to the dead, and feels stricken by anxieties, morbid thoughts, and anger that mar the ability to get on with daily life (6).
In short, the subject, as he cannot detach himself from his cultural background, is constantly pestered by his past, and his memories revisit him once and again. According to Eisenbruch, cultural bereavement is not a disease but "an understandable response" that can be abated by "religious belief" and/or "religious gatherings" (6-7). The religious ceremonies, for Eisenbruch, compensate for the loss of these people while they also help them come to terms with the new culture and strengthen their personal identity (9). is not an immigrant, yet, Gar's condition extends Eisenbruch's definition to the concerns of a young person that feels marginalised by his own culture and society.
In this respect, American culture flooding into Ireland, serves a bilateral function in Gar's identity; that is, on the one hand it provides an alternative space to save him In The Loves of Cass McGuire (1967) , the protagonist Cass, who could easily be interpreted as the person to whom Gar will transform in America, returning to Ireland after fifty-two years is not accepted by her Irish relatives. In Translations (1980), the dominant English culture brings about the loss of Irish language in the 1830s and one of the characters Maire reveals that she wants to migrate to America and she needs to learn English for that. In a similar vein, in Dancing at Lughnasa (1990) , in which the action takes place in 1936, the lives of the Mundy sisters, living in the small town, Ballybeg -the usual setting of Friel's plays -are destabilised by the modern culture and they are losing their long-lasting family hood. In this respect, Philadelphia and the cultural calamities Gar goes through hints the concerns of Friel's later works. This paper aims to examine the sociopolitical reasons for Gar's cultural bereavement and how it shapes his identity and complicates the passage from tradition to modernity.
Since the Great Famine of Ireland in the mid-nineteenth century, emigration has been an ineluctable fact for Irish citizens. At first, it had been a matter of survival for the starving people to leave their lands and to look for a new life in foreign countries. Yet, this migration was not to stop even after the end of the famine. One hundred years later, the Irish and particularly the younger generations, were still moving from rural Ireland to urban cities of Ireland -this time not because of a natural disaster, but for other economic and political reasons.
As Paul F. State indicates, the economic weakness and shortfall caused by the policy of self-sufficiency kept the rate of migration in the 1950s up and " [a] to accomplish his first great success: Philadelphia. In the years between the production of The Enemy Within and Philadelphia, a professional journey would be a watershed for Friel and this would impinge upon the rest of his career as a playwright and mentality as an Irish citizen. As Friel underlines that he never had the privilege of learning about the dynamics of theatrical production, and he only had "a modest intuitive knowledge" about playwriting when he first started to write a play ("Self-Portrait" 103-04). Nevertheless, for this journey, in 1963 Friel was invited to the United States by the famous Irish director Tyrone Guthrie to spectate/attend the foundation of his theatre in Minneapolis and to learn about technical details of theatrical productions on and off stage (Friel, Those months in America gave me a sense of liberation -remember, this was my first parole from inbred claustrophobic Ireland -and that sense of liberation conferred on me a valuable self-confidence and a necessary perspective so that the first play I wrote immediately after I came home -and that was Philadelphia Here I Come! -was a lot more assured than anything I had attempted before ("SelfPortrait" 104).
To explain why he felt liberated, the playwright states that he had grown up in a traditional Irish Catholic family and "a schizophrenic community" ("Self-Portrait" 103) and he believes that this community has been dictating a certain path on every other Irish writer, from which the previous generations were not feeling disturbed. Unlike the children examined by Eisenbruch Gar is not a victim of war forced to live in another country, yet his social condition in Ireland create such a catastrophic effect on his psychology that he can be considered as an exile or refugee looking for spiritual shelter. Each of these conditions lying behind his cultural bereavement is disclosed with narrated memories or flashback scenes that revisit Gar's present world and remind him a milestone in his life. The minor reason turns out to be the financial dearth hindering access to material wealth while the major one consists of the emotional failures disconnecting Gar from his community. In the first flashback Gar remembers the night he randomly visits his ex-girlfriend Katie's house to ask her father's permission to marry his daughter.
Before they arrive at her home, the dialogue between Katie and Public shows that Gar is working at his father's small shop and he earns only 3.15 £ and some other really small amount of extra money per week. Obviously, Katie loves Gar yet she is not satisfied with this amount of income. However, the real shock comes from her father Senator Doogan when he implies that they, together with her mother, want Kate to marry Francis King, who will probably be the future doctor of the town.
Senator determines his candidate for Katie according to the social and financial status of the man. He must be educated and must have a respectable job. Although Kate loves Gar as well, the financial insecurity and the concomitant lack of confidence Gar feels make him leave Kate's house without revealing anything to Senator.
For Gar, having a respectable job without going to a college and earning that much money seems to be possible only in America. At least, the young Irish "American Dream" fills the imagination of these inexperienced and naïve characters. Whether it is true or not, the idea of the "beauties" of America permeates into their expectations and distances them from their local Irish culture.
At one point, also with the frustration of losing his beloved, Gar explodes and he brings out his hatred against his home and he believes that he will be free when he flies away from it:
PUBLIC. There's nothing about Ballybeg that I don't know already. I hate the place, and every stone, and every rock, and every piece of heather around it! Hate it! Hate it! And the sooner that plane whips me away, the better I'll like it! KATE. It isn't as bad as that, Gar. PRIVATE. Where the devil himself holds sway, and lust -abhorrent lust -is everywhere indulged in shamelessly? .
Gar believes that when he arrives in Philadelphia, the local colours of Ireland will be replaced by the hedonistic heresies of American culture and he obviously is afraid of being one of them. His Aunt Lizzy, in this respect, serves as model to visualise the person Gar will turn into in America. Although she is so proud of being an Irish-American, there is always a gap in her life and this gap is implied with her lack of a child. Apart from that, when she visits Gar in Ireland, she cannot identify the chapel where her sister marries and she does not even know Ireland has senators. So, her characterisation supports the idea that Gar's Irish identity will be in danger in America.
The more Gar feels the tension of the impending departure and the future awaiting him, the more evident his cultural bereavement becomes in the play. First of all, in parallel to Eisenbruch's indication, Gar constantly wanders around with a ghost nearby him. The protagonist is represented by two different characters on stage and the internal voice of Public Gar is embodied by another character, Private Gar. As Friel defines his technique: "Public Gar is the Gar that people see, talk to, talk about. Private Gar is the unseen man, the man within, the conscience, the alter ego, the secret thoughts, the id" (Philadelphia 11) . Private Gar accompanies Gar wherever he goes, Public resorts to his friendship to save him from loneliness. They discuss Public's decisions, memories, they comment upon the others' behaviours and they reveal Public's real feelings about the events. Although this kind of characterisation seems crucial to underline the feelings and thoughts of the character, it is also the sign of a mental condition. Maureen S. G. Hawkins emphasises that Private's role as an "internal prosecutor" shows "a schizoid individual" hearing and seeing "hallucinatory states" (466). Therefore, Private Gar is beyond being the conscience, is a ghostly figure who interrupts the reality of Gar.
As such, Private is the "supernatural force," Eisenbruch defines, that springs from Gar feels guilty because he and Kate visit Doogans to reveal their intention to marry at the next Easter but Gar cannot keep his word and is discouraged when he hears Senator's words about marrying Kate to the doctor. Gar is stuck at this night and as he cannot any longer complete his obligation, he either is at mad at himself or blames Kate though he has no reason.
The climax of the play also consists of Gar's effort to amend his fading memories of childhood, which mean relatively happy days for him. Gar is craving for that fishing memory to be true because they might reconnect him to his culture and that is why Private is so excited before he asks his father and he says The only thing that connects Gar to his culture and that compensates for his cultural bereavement is his memories. The denial of such a nostalgic moment disillusions Gar with the reliability of these memories. As he recognises that they are withering into nothingness, his hope for recovery fades, as well. Consequently, he turns back to his personal abyss and does not try to contact his father again.
Eisenbruch's observations also included that religion and religious ceremonies reduce the degree of cultural bereavement, reconnect them to their past and help them understand who they really are (7-9). For Gar, religion and religious ceremonies, all look dysfunctional, but it still does not constrain him from performing the prayers. At the very beginning of the third episode of the play, Friel demonstrates O'Donnell family while they perform the daily rosary before their supper, and the description of the scene clearly confirms that the rosary does not carry any spiritual meaning: "The words are barely distinct, a monotonous, somnolent drone" (Philadelphia 87) . During the rosary, let alone spiritual renewal, Gar does not even follow words recited and he rather thinks of the girls he will meet in the US. However, no matter how hollow his belief is, this religious ceremony is still something to be held onto. It will surely be a part of his life in the US: All in all, Friel's protagonist Gar, marginalised by his own society, experiences cultural bereavement and shows the symptoms identified by Eisenbruch. Although Gar does not experience a physical distance yet, the psychological distance between him and his culture and community force him to find certain individual solutions. His reality is constantly visited by past memories, he wanders with the invisible Private Gar nearby him and he feels angry, anxious and guilty for the unaccomplished tasks of the past. Moreover, though it is of no use, he resorts to his Christianity to relieve his pain and grief. American culture, meanwhile, serves both as a culture of relief and a source of threat for his cultural bereavement. Thus, Gar can be interpreted as a fictional example experiencing cultural bereavement, but besides that his condition proves that cultural bereavement does not emanate only from physical distance, and it is not only about passing political borders, but it can be a result of spiritual lack of connection someone feels with his/her own culture and society.
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